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Badges of honour
Hundreds of thousands of brave servicemen were injured
fighting for their country in World War I. Now you can see if
your ancestors were among these heroes.
Every November, we pay tribute to the millions who have fought and died for
Britain over the last century. This ritual began after World War I, where hundreds
of thousands of our ancestors were killed, and many more were injured. With our
latest military release, you can discover whether your family’s WWI heroes were
rewarded for their sacrifice
The Silver War Badge Records, 1914-1920, reveal over 800,000 servicemen who
were entitled to one of the Great War’s most distinguished awards. The Badge
was given to men who were discharged due to illness or wounds – they wore it at
home so they wouldn’t be accused of not doing their duty.
The lapel badges came to be seen as a mark of honour. They’re now kept with
great pride by many families around the country.
Find an ancestor in our new collection, and you’ll discover their rank, when they
started and finished in the Forces, the unit they were discharged from, and why
they were discharged. You can then start a hunt for the actual Badge.
Of course, anyone who was entitled to a Silver War Badge must first have served
in the Armed Forces. It therefore makes sense to continue your discoveries in our
other World War I collections.
First, search our two groups of service records. WWI Pension Records, 19141920, is most likely to include Badge recipients, as it’s dedicated to those who
were discharged during the War and applied for a pension. Its sister collection,
WWI Service Records, 1914–1920, includes soldiers who either died or continued
in service beyond the end of the War.
You can then move onto our WWI Medal Rolls Index Cards, 1914-1920, to find
out what other awards your relatives earned. Combine all the information you
find, and you’ll have a detailed picture of their experiences fighting for their
country.

Top tip
Killed in action
If your ancestors’ injuries proved too severe, and they died from them, you may
find them honoured in casualty lists, such as our De Ruvigny’s Roll of Honour,
1914-1924 ), and Royal Naval Division Casualties of The Great War, 1914-1924.
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Find your Warwickshire roots
Discover your ancestors’ lives among Shakespearian stories,
Georgian baths and World War II bombing.
One glance at the ruins of the once majestic Kenilworth Castle is all you need
to realise that Warwickshire is steeped in history. In the town Shakespeare
called home – Stratford-upon-Avon – an array of Tudor buildings remain. Later
the Georgians would venture to Leamington Spa for its soothing waters and
their architecture marks that area. Sadly Coventry Cathedral’s gothic splendour
was destroyed by Nazi bombs in WWII.
The lives of our Warwickshire ancestors have been as varied as the county’s
architecture. Now you can uncover their experiences with our new parish
records, dating right back to the start of the 16th century.
Warwickshire Parish Records, 1502-1984, is just the latest in our series of
parish releases from all over the UK and Ireland. In previous months, we’ve
revealed millions of records covering London, Yorkshire, Dorset, Liverpool and
the whole of Ireland.
All these collections let you piece together the key milestones in your
ancestors’ lives for centuries before the start of civil registration in 1837. By
working your way back through the comprehensive lists of baptisms, marriages
and burials, you can see how local events impacted your family’s development.
In Warwickshire, you could discover your forebears around the great coal fields
and manufacturing industries of the 18th and 19th centuries. The county’s
factories were among the most productive in Europe in this period.
Alternatively, your ancestors may have worked on the extensive railway
or canal networks. Warwickshire has long been at the centre of England’s
transport system, both literally and metaphorically. Even if your family was just
passing through, you may find a mention of them in our records.

Top tip
Civil links?
If you can’t find a relative in our civil birth, marriage and death indexes, try
searching parish records – our Warwickshire registers go right up to 1984.
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1911 Census – latest news!
We’ve completed the first part of our 1911 transcriptions.
Find out which parts of the United Kingdom are the first to
become fully searchable…
Ever since we released the scanned pages of the 1911 Census, our members
have been enthusiastically browsing the records and making millions of new
discoveries. We promised at the time that we would work hard to transcribe the
records – and make them fully searchable – as quickly as possible. Now we’ve
completed the first part of that huge task.
Right now, the 1911 Census records for Jersey, Guernsey, the Isle of Man and
counties across Wales are searchable at our site. Many of you have
commented in the past that we tend to start with English records. We’ve taken
your observations on board, so this time we’ve deliberately put these other
areas first.
That means that more than three million people within Wales and the British
Dependencies can more easily uncover their families’ lives just before World
War I. On top of that, the popularity of names like Evans, Jones and Davies
shows how many people throughout England also have Welsh roots. Our new
transcriptions will help many of you pinpoint your ancestors before they
joined thriving ex-pat communities in London, Liverpool or any of the
coalmining towns.
But that doesn’t mean we’ve been ignoring England. Indeed, we’re making
strong progress with those pages as well. Within the next couple of months,
we’ll release a second batch of transcriptions, covering many of the largest
counties. By that point, over half of the entire Census will be searchable.
We’ll then bring you the transcriptions for the rest of the country as soon as
they’re complete – this currently looks like being very early next year. In the
meantime, of course, you can continue to access the whole Census by
browsing the records for each county. Find out how to browse
Keep checking our blog to make sure you don’t miss a thing.

Top tip
Summary books
If you’re not sure where in the UK your ancestors lived, search the 1911
Summary Books (you can search these from our main 1911 page, note down any
matches that could be your family, then locate them the full Census.
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Have you tried... Family Tree Maker 2012
The latest version of the best-selling family history software
lets you keep your family tree up-to-date, wherever you are…
The latest version of the best-selling family history software has arrived. With
Family Tree Maker 2012, we’ve listened to what you wanted, and added the
features and improvements that were most important to you.
Top of the list is a feature called TreeSync, which lets you update your family
tree from anywhere. You can make changes on a home PC, laptop, or even
your iphone or ipad, and all the other copies of your tree will immediately be
updated.
So, if you’re out at the record office and make a note of a new relative, or even
add a photo to an ancestor’s profile, it’ll also appear the next time you open
your file on your home PC. It’s a great way to keep your research up-to-date and
organised.
The 2012 version also brings a new blended family view, which lets you show
combined families such as step-families and adopted children more easily.
Alternatively, you can take advantage of a full index that conveniently lists every
person in your tree with their birth, marriage and death dates.
If you’re sharing your discoveries, you might want to use a new chart system
that lets you display two people’s descendants at the click of a button,
effectively revealing the relationship between them. Or, tell your ancestors’
tales with improvements to the software’s Smart Stories, which let you easily
add and edit personal details.
There are many other improvements, including more personalised charts and
customisable fact sentences. And of course, you still have the user-friendly tree
builder, easy organisation of media files and interactive street maps from the
2011 version.
There are three versions of Family Tree Maker 2012 available for the PC. The
Deluxe Edition includes three months’ Essentials membership to Ancestry.
co.uk, to help beginners get started. The Platinum Edition includes six months’
Premium membership, giving you access to all our UK records. Meanwhile, the
World Edition gives you six months as a Worldwide member – with unlimited
access to all our 7 billion records from around the world. Prices start at £40.84.

Top tip
Using a Mac?
If you have an Apple computer, make sure you check out Updated next month,
as we’ll have exciting news about your new version of Family Tree Maker.
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Ask the experts
Our resident professionals answer your questions on all
things genealogical. This month, we search for a soldier’s
birth and provide Irish research tips.
Welcome to our ‘Ask the experts’ section. This is where we answer your
questions on all things genealogical, so if you have any pressing queries, send
us your questions now*.
If your question doesn’t appear here, you can email our Member Services team
at support@ancestry.co.uk or call 0800 404 9723, and they’ll help you with
your research.
This month’s questions are answered by professional genealogists Doreen
Hopwood and Chris Paton.

Bios
Doreen Hopwood is a professional genealogist for the City of Birmingham. She
regularly talks at family history events around the country, and lectures in social
history at Birmingham University.
Chris Paton is a professional genealogist with both Scottish and Irish roots, and
expert knowledge of records from all over the UK.
Question 1
Born to serve
	My grandfather Albert Hall was born in January 1890, but I can’t find a
birth registration for him. He married in 1913, and his marriage certificate
shows his father’s name as Joseph Hall (deceased), engine driver.
	Albert served in the Royal Army Medical Corps in World War I, qualified as
a chemist in 1920, and lived in the Worcester Park area of Surrey. On some
documents he’s called Thomas Albert Hall, but the ‘Thomas’ seems to have
been dropped.
	Due to his lack of birth record and no conclusive evidence of him on census
returns, I’ve been unable to go back any further from his 1913 marriage.
How can I progress please?
Cathy

Answer

	I note that the age given on the British Army WWI Service Records for
Albert Hall points to a birth in January 1890. But ages given on documents
aren’t always correct and I suggest that you extend your search of the
Birth Index, 1837-1915 in case he was younger or older than the age he gave
on enlistment.
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Ask the experts (continued)
When you find any possible matches, you can apply for the certificate and ask
that it’s only issued if his father’s name is shown as Joseph Hall, engine driver.
This occupation could refer to someone who operated a machine in a factory,
or to an employee of one of the railway companies – it’s worth searching the
Railway Employment Records, 1833-1963.
Doreen Hopwood
Question 2
Irish roots
	Please can you help point us in the right direction to search for my wife’s
Northern Irish roots? We’ve tried searching your databases however they
only appear to show people born in Northern Ireland that happen to have
been living in England, Scotland or Wales when a census was made, never
those actually living in Northern Ireland. Is this because there were no
Northern Irish censuses made at the same time as the English ones from
1841 onwards?
Darren Spittle

Answer

	Ireland was one country until it was partitioned in 1922 to create Northern
Ireland and the Irish Free State. Ancestry.co.uk has recently added indexes
for all births from 1864-1958 in Ireland. Find a relative, and you can then
order the original records from the General Register Office in the Republic
of Ireland.
	Censuses were carried out in Ireland at the same time as those in Britain
(from 1821) but most census records before 1901 were unfortunately
destroyed. You can try some useful collections such as Griffith’s Valuation,
1848-1864 and the Tithe Applotment Books, 1823-1837 to find relatives in
the mid-1900s. The remaining censuses – 1901 and 1911 – are at The
National Archives of Ireland’s site.
Chris Paton

